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continuous lens4.75" staggered overlap

streams of light

A continuous stream of light slicing through the ceiling. Makes them wonder…how did they 

do that? Infinite’s staggered T5 lamp placement and Flex-Roll
TM

 shielding are the answers.

Flex-Roll
TM

 is a continuous flexible acrylic lens supplied to match the luminaire's overall length. 

No breaks, no seams, virtually no socket shadows…just uninterrupted glow.

with trimless flange

with trim flange

with trimless flange

flush regress

with trim flange

trimless installation made easy

luminaire series
Infinite 3 FIN3

shielding
Regress with Lens SR

Flush Lens FL

 

lamping
One Lamp Staggered T5 1ST5

One Lamp Staggered T5HO 1ST5HO

circuits
Single Circuit 1C

voltage
120 Volt 120

277 Volt 277

347 Volt 347
(Consult factory for availability)

ballast
Electronic Program Start S
<10% THD

Electronic Dimming Ballast D
(Consult factory for availability)

 

mounting
Trim Flange TF

Trimless Flange XF

factory options 
Chicago Plenum CP

Emergency Circuit EC

Emergency Battery Pack EM

HLR/GLR Fuse FU

Include 3000K Lamp L830

Include 3500K Lamp L835

Include 4100K Lamp L841

finish 

Matte White Housing  WH

luminaire length
(See chart on cutsheet for
run length information)

flush with trimless flange

regress with trimless flange

regress with trim flange

flush with trim flange

attach drywall to luminaire install trimless flange to housing tape, mud and finish ceiling

ordering information

example run configuration—actual overall length 17' 9-11/16"

8' start 8' intermediate 4' end

Meet InfiniteTM...the new 3" recessed fluorescent luminaire from Focal Point© that takes the concept of narrow slot to infinite lengths. Engineered with both the designer and client in mind, InfiniteTM features staggered lamping with Flex–RollTM , the one-piece continuous lens, delivering the clean seamless look your design demands. Flangeless capability further enhances Infinite’sTM  pure line of light. InfiniteTM —limited in length only by your imagination. 
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